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Hop, skip, jump....the triple jump to value
creation

It's the World Athletics Championships at the moment so a few shameless athletics metaphors. Watching the

telecoms sector in Europe over the past 20 years has been similar to watching the flight of the javelin....soaring

returns from 1998-2008, followed by a steady crash back to earth in the following 10 years from 2008-2018.

However, with the sector now trying to haul itself out of the proverbial sandpit, we see three easy steps for the

sector to start to regain its past glories and head to the top step on the medal podium. We wrote an updated

view on our optimism on the European telecoms sector this week (see HERE), and see three easy steps for the

sector to offer really attractive returns for investors and be positioned to outperform.

Read on to follow our European triple jump to gold.

(more…)
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